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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,
BONGAIGAON

G.R.Case No: 634 of 2014

U/s147/148/149/341/325/384, IPC r/w 14 Assam Game and
Betting Act, 1970

State

Vs

1. Md Joynuddin Mullah
2. Sukur Ali
3. Mobul Hussain
4. Ahid Ali
5. Abul Ali
6. Jamal Ali
7. Phurbat Ali
8. Billal Ali
9. Bokkor Ali ......Accused

Present: Sri Surajit Das

Evidence recorded on:      24-08-
2017

10-11-2016
19-12-2017
28-03-2018

Arguments heard on:     28-03-18
Judgment delivered on:         28-03-18

For the Prosecution:  Assistant Public Prosecutor, Sri S Mazumdar

For the Defence:  S Sarkar

JUDGMENT

1. The case of the prosecution is that few members of the Bijni

Zila  Samiti  (AAMSU)  arrived  at  the  location  where  illegal

gambling was going on. When they asked the people to stop

playing,  the  accused  persons  attacked  the  members  of

AAMSU.
2. The Officer in Charge of Manikpur Police Station received and

registered  Manikpur  PS  Case  No:  221/2014  u/s

147/148/149/341/325/324 IPC. The police after investigation

submitted  charge  sheet  against  accused  persons  u/s
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147/148/149/341/325/384,  IPC  r/w  14  Assam  Game  and

Betting Act, 1970.
3. On  appearance  of  the  accused  persons,  copies  were

furnished to them under section 207 Cr.P.C. and the charges

were famed under sections u/s 147/148/149/341/325/384, IPC

r/w 14 Assam Game and Betting Act, 1970which were read

over and explained to them to which they pleaded not guilty

and claimed to be tried.
4. The prosecution side examined 5 PWs.
5. The statements of the accused persons under section 313,

Cr.P.C.  were  not  recorded  due  to  absence  of  incriminating

materials. I have heard both the learned Assistant P.P. and the

learned counsel for the accused persons.

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

(i) Whether  the  accused  persons  being  member  of  an

unlawful  assembly  used  force  upon  the  members  of

AAMSU  in  prosecution  of  common  object  and  thereby

committed an offence punishable under section 147/149,

IPC as alleged?

(ii) Whether the accused persons on the same date and time

in  prosecution of  the common object  committed rioting

armed with dangerous weapons and thereby committed

an  offence  punishable  under  section  148/149,  IPC  as

alleged?

(iii) Whether the accused persons on the same day and time,

in  furtherance  of  common object,  wrongfully  restrained

the  members  of  AAMSU  and  thereby  committed  an

offence punishable under section 341/149, IPC as alleged?

(iv) Whether the accused persons on the same day and time,

in furtherance of common object, committed grievous hurt

to  the  members  of  AAMSU  and  thereby  committed  an

offence punishable under section 325/149?

(v) Whether the accused persons on the same day and time,

were  involved  in  betting  and  thereby  committed  an
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offence under section  14 Assam Game and Betting Act,

1970?

DISCUSSIONS,  DECISIONS  AND  REASONS

THEREOF

6. PW1/informant in his evidence deposed that on the day of the

incident he had heard that there was some altercation. After

going to the place of occurrence, he saw Zakaria Laskar was

locked in a room. PW-2 Abul Kalam Azad said that he had

heard that someone had assaulted Zakaria Laskar. But PW-2

could  not  say  who  had  assaulted  Zakaria.  PW-3  Aminur

Hussain deposed that the accused persons assaulted Zakaria

Laskar and Rafiqul Islam.
7. Zakaria Laskar and Rafiqul Islam were examined as

PW-4 and PW-5. Both of them deposed that there was just

some slight  altercation  with  the  accused  persons.  Both  of

them  stated  that  they  have  no  objection  if  the  accused

persons are acquitted. 
From  the  evidence  it  appears  that  the  case  is

nothing  but  a  brutal  consequence  of  a  trifling

misunderstanding.  The case,  as  it  appears,  seems to have

been filed in the heat of the moment but that initial rage is

long  gone  and  the  victims  had  duly  submitted  in  their

deposition that there is  no apple of discord between them

and the accused. Also there appears no material in the record

which offers credible support to the prosecution story.
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8. ORDER

Considering  the  discussions  made  above  and  after  all

deliberations, it can be safely presumed that the prosecution

has failed to drive home the guilt of the accused persons.

Hence, the accused persons, Md Joynuddin Mullah, Sukur Ali,

Mobul Hussain, Ahid Ali, Abul Ali, Jamal Ali, Phurbat Ali, Billal

Ali, Bokkor Ali  are acquitted of the offences under sections

147/148/149/341/325/384,  IPC  r/w  14  Assam  Game  and

Betting  Act,  1970of  Indian  Penal  Code  and  set  at  liberty

forthwith. Seized goods be destroyed. 

Bail  bonds  are  extended  for  a  period  of  6  (Six)

months as per Section 437 A, Criminal Procedure Code.

Given under the hand and seal of this Court on this

the 28th day of March, 2018.

Sri Surajit Das

Judicial  Magistrate  First  Class,

Bongaigaon
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APPENDIX

Prosecution Witness:

PW-1: Rahul Ahmed

PW-2: Abul Kalam Azad

PW-3: Aminur Hussain

PW-4: Zakaria Laskar

PW-5: Rafiqul Islam

Defence Witnesses:

None.

Prosecution Exhibits:

Exhibit 1 is the ejahar

Exhibit 1(1) is the signature of PW-1

Defence Exhibits: 

None.

Judicial Magistrate First Class, Bongaigaon


